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NORTH WARD
Opportunities

Trade-Offs

1 JOB-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT

1 REQUIRED INDUSTRIAL VS

– Support Existing Industry
– Reuse City-owned property

UNSPECIFIED USE?

2 BALANCE OF INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT VS OPEN SPACE?

2 NEW “VEST POCKET” PARKS

Open spaces connected to
upland neighborhoods
3 IMPROVE ACCESS to riverfront

from neighborhoods
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3 PUBLIC INVESTMENT TARGETS?
– Access from neighborhoods?
– Open space development and
maintenance?
– Incentives for industrial
development and job
production?

NORTH WARD
The North Ward contains some
of Newark’s stateliest homes
and some of its most crowded
neighborhoods. It is marked by
rugged terrain and steep hills.
While the North Ward contains
Branch Brook Park, a jewel
of Newark’s park system, the
topography of the neighborhood
makes it difficult to reach the park
for all but its closest neighbors.

The North Ward is a
diverse area in need
of open space and job
opportunities. The
riverfront can play a
role in meeting these
needs.

Like many Newark neighborhoods,
the North Ward is in need of
accessible job opportunities for
residents.

NORTH WARD
RIVERFRONT
At the river, the North Ward
contains a mix of active industrial
uses, vacant land, and picturesque
views.
Among the industrial uses are
well-established facilities like
asphalt plants that serve Newark
and surrounding municipalities and
construction companies. There are
also more recent developments
like a biofuel facility and a light
industrial development being
undertaken by the Brick City
Development Corporation.
Some of the industry takes
advantage of water-based
transportation and the nearby rail
line to Paterson, which is also used
as an outdoor graffiti museum.
Across McCarter Highway, there
are pockets of housing as well as
significant vacant land.

We propose that
the North Ward
Riverfront be
supported as
an industrial
area, especially
accommodating
job-intensive green
businesses that take
advantage of
water- and rail-based
transportation,
along with limited
but unique park
opportunities.

NORTH WARD
EXISTING CONDITIONS

PLANNING CONTEXT

EXISTING ZONING

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

+ TOPOGRAPHY & HIGHWAY SEPARATE
RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD

EXISTING ZONING IS EXCLUSIVELY
INDUSTRIAL ALONG THE RIVERFRONT
WITH UPLAND RESIDENTIAL.

+ LIMITED RIVERFRONT ACCESS
+ NEW INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT
+ NARROW LAND PARCELS
+ SIGNIFICANT UNDERUTILIZED LANDS
+ NEAR LOWER BROADWAY

1
New Parks

NORTH WARD

A. No New Parks

PRO Does not risk conflict with
industrial uses
PRO

While topography and
the street grid present
challenges to creating
useful parks in this section,
other cities have succeeded
in providing limited open
spaces amidst active
industrial riverfronts. We
have identified several
opportunities that could
be pursued through
public acquisitions or by
developing publicly-owned
land as small parks.

CON No new open space for North
Ward residents
CON

Consider:
Is a public investment in
open space in this stretch
of riverfront a worthwhile
investment? If so, which
opportunities are most
promising?

B. Series of parks
PRO Unique opportunity for neighborhood open space in the midst of
active industry
PRO

Other Ideas?

CON Too inaccessible to be well-used
CON Eliminates further industrial
development
CON

REQUIRED CITY ACTION
Acquisition
4.8 acres
$4.8 million

Development
7.2 acres
$10.8 million

Maintenance
$126,000/year

2
Land Use

A. Existing

NORTH WARD
PRO Supports existing industrial
uses and allows for flexibility near
McCarter Highway.
PRO

For the most part, the existing zoning supports the
current uses—exclusively
industrial uses to the east
of McCarter and mixed
uses, including residential
to the west.
Concerns:
Should action be taken
to further regulate this
boundary by dedicating
land to the west of McCarter to residential uses?

CON Allows potentially conflicting
uses to be developed in I-1 zones and
heavy industry at Chester Street.
CON

Legend
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Open Space
Entertainment
Transportation
Other

B. Industrial E. of McCarter / Residential W. of McCarter
PRO Officially designates McCarter
as boundary between industrial and
residential
PRO

Existing Land Use

Other Ideas?

CON Limits scale of future
industrial development.
CON

REQUIRED CITY ACTION
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Zoning–
Use controls

3
Public Access

NORTH WARD

A. Existing / No requirements

PRO Very low probability of any access being well-used
PRO

While topography and the
street grid present challenges to creating both
parallel and perpendicular
access to the riverfront,
limited opportunities
exist. First, private property owners might provide
“street-end” open spaces,
small areas at the ends of
streets where people can
reach the river. Second, a
riverfront trail might be
extended in-land, sharing
space with an existing railroad track.

CON Denies North Ward residents
access to riverfront
CON

B. Rail line public access requirement
PRO Extends riverfront trail
PRO

Other Ideas?

CON May conflict with commercial
use of rail
CON

REQUIRED CITY ACTION
Zoning Public Access
Requirement

Public investment
+ Easement from Railroad
+ Construction of trail with rail
+ Maintenance of trail

